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“Before you adopt pessimism as a career . . . “ 
  

Most of the time, “The Outlook” picks one of the many distinguished people telling the world the sky is 
falling today, and says, “Nope,” with an explanation.  It’s clear we’re long-term optimists—but we also 
understand that it’s the nature of people and the press to look at the world in the worst possible light.  It’s 
also generally fashionable, for some reason, to wallow in the downside and sneer at the upside.  It 
certainly was that way back in 1977—1982 or so, when a young analyst climbed out of the ivory tower of 
academia—knowing precisely nothing, though he didn’t realize it yet—and began doing a real job, 
managing people’s money.   
  
Things looked grim for the U.S. and global economies back then:  shocking inflation; a stock market which 
seemed to have stagnated forever; Time magazine shouting “The Death of Equities!” on a famous cover; 
and just about “zero” investment voices willing to argue that things might get better.  Then along came 
an older banker, one day, who told the young guy:  “You know, I’ve noticed what you’re writing and saying 
is pretty pessimistic, mostly.  But before you adopt pessimism as a career, may I suggest that you think 
about this chart.” 

Stock Market Payoff Since 1871 

 
  

Of course it wasn’t precisely this chart, which goes way past 1977—1982, but it was one like it.  $1000 
invested in 1871 became $260 million by 2012.  None of us care about that time frame, of course; but 
that determined, stubbornly-upward-climbing line has one message, regardless:  “You can be as cynical, 
pessimistic and skeptical as you wish . . . but you need to explain why that line has gone on climbing over 
mountains of god-awful events and problems, for 150 years.”  
  



Our young analyst, by accident no doubt, managed to open his mind enough to actually think about “why,” 
and study the question for a while.  That meant looking for experts who happened to be optimists—not 
quite as hard as finding a needle in a haystack, but close—and hearing what they had to say.  Yes . . . it 
meant looking at the whole picture for a change, rather than only the dark corners so popular in the media 
and most of the investment world.  What the young guy eventually figured out was that free-market 
competition and capitalism, plus total individual accountability among business leaders for their 
companies’ performance, were miracles right up there with the 7 Wonders of the World.  That was exactly 
why 150 years of frightful disasters and sky-is-falling problems had been absorbed, adapted to and 
beaten—every single time.  
  
That left one mystery:  why didn’t everyone see this whole picture?  Why was it so much the opposite—
with a tidal wave of gloomy opinion about the future burying a few droplets of good cheer, most of the 
time?  If we had to sum up our eventual answer to that question, at Outlook, it would be that it’s just 
human nature to worry more about the possible destruction of our money, than to celebrate its likely 
long-term growth.  And that worry clouds our ability to think straight, or even to make ourselves examine 
the whole picture . . . because that’s how fear affects us.  
  
The best cure for unreasoning fear is to insist on looking at good things—real things—which stand in the 
opposite corner from our fears.  The chart above is one of a thousand examples.  Here’s another: 
  

 
This is also a creaky, old chart:  covering the 10 years from 2004 through 2013.  But it’s useful, because 
those 10 years covered the healthy years leading up to the “Great Calamity” and Panic of 2008 – 2009, 
and the years after we’d climbed out of that Black Hole of Calcutta, a little puzzled that we were still on 
our feet.  
  
In 2005, 300 out of 500 big U.S. companies hiked their dividends . . . and about 15 cut them.  In 2009, at 
the bottom of the worst recession (and Bear Market) since the 1930’s Depression, only 150 big companies 
raised their dividends . . . but only a tiny handful cut them.  (Looks like 10 or less, on this chart—and if we 



took the Banks away, which were Ground Zero during the Calamity, it would be closer to zero.)  And from 
2010 on, the dividend hikers exploded toward 2013’s figure of 375 of the 500.  
  
Nothing going on today, in the darkest corners of the global picture, is anywhere near as midnight-black 
as things were, everywhere, in 2008 – 2009.  And, just supposing they surprise us and get back to that 
neighborhood (or closer to it, at least)—what will it tell us about the future, and whether we’ll ever see 
our money again?  The answer is as clear as day, exactly like these 2 charts.  Strong U.S. companies didn’t 
fall over dead, down in the Black Hole.  They climbed out, stronger than ever . . . and kept rewarding their 
investors (those with the nerve to stick with them) with cash, and more cash, year after year.  
  
We cannot understand the nature of the markets, the business world and the economy in general unless 
we understand what these charts are telling us, and why they turned out this way.  One of their simplest 
lessons, as we endure the problems, anxieties and outright crises of today or any other day, is that when 
we own strong, well-run U.S. companies we have a long-term tailwind behind us, no matter how stiff 
today’s headwinds seem to be.  At Outlook we own some of the strongest and very best such companies, 
and our confidence that they’ll keep giving us the startling payoffs pictured in our 2 charts is as close to 
100% as it gets.  
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should 
only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  
 


